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Abstract—Continuous Integration (CI) allows developers to check whether their code can build successfully and pass tests across various system environments with every commit. To use a CI platform, a developer must provide configuration files within a code repository to specify build conditions. Incorrect configuration settings lead to CI build failures, which can take hours to run, wasting valuable developer time and delaying product release dates. Debugging CI configurations is a slow and error-prone process. The only way to check the correctness of CI configurations is to push a commit and wait for the build result. We present VeriCI, the first system for localizing CI configuration errors at the code level. VeriCI runs as a static analysis tool, before the developer sends the build request to the CI server. Our key insight is that the commit history and the corresponding build histories available in CI environments can be used both for build error prediction and build error localization. We leverage the build history as a labeled dataset to automatically derive customized rules describing correct CI configurations, using supervised machine learning techniques. To more accurately identify root causes, we train a neural network that filters out constraints that are less likely to be connected to the root cause of build failure. We evaluate VeriCI on real world data from GitHub and achieve 91% accuracy of predicting a build failure and correctly identify the root cause in 75% of cases. We also conducted a between-subjects user study with 20 software developers, showing that VeriCI significantly helps users in identifying and fixing errors in CI.

Index Terms—configuration files, program analysis, continuous integration

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous Integration (CI) is seeing broad adoption with the increasing popularity of the GitHub pull-based development model [1]. There are now a plethora of open-source, GitHub-compatible, cloud-based CI tools, such as TravisCI [2], CircleCI [3], Jenkins [4], GitLab CI [5], Codenew [6] and TeamCity [7]. Over 930,000 open-source projects are using TravisCI alone [2]. A CI platform provides developers with continuous feedback on every commit indicating if their code successfully built and whether the given tests passed. As such, CI has become an integral part of DevOps and the software development process more generally.

Continuous integration is an essential part of modern software development. In Fig. 1, we show the typical development workflow when using CI. Programmers develop code and write associated test suites. To build the code and run the test suite, each CI repository contains configuration files defining the execution steps. These configuration files specify build conditions such as the operating system, disk size, which compiler flags to use, which library dependencies are required, and other similar properties. Then, each time a developer commits new code, the CI platform builds multiple versions of the executable software according to the configuration, with each version corresponding to the specified build conditions. The CI platform then runs these executables on the test suite with appropriate hardware.

However, for all the benefits CI brings, it also suffers from some serious limitations. If the executable fails to build, the tests cannot be executed, and the developer must try to fix the configuration before the code can be checked for functional correctness. This can delay development significantly as CI builds regularly take on the scale of hours [8], [9]. Furthermore, if the CI configuration is incorrect (e.g., uses a library incompatible with the specified OS) and the project fails to build, the user does not receive any feedback on the
functional correctness of their code. By running a query on the historical build data available on TravisTorrent, we find that 662,442 hours or 75 years of server time was spent on builds that eventually errored. Such incorrect CI configurations result not only in lost server time, but also lost developer time, as developers must wait to verify that their work does not break the build. As one example, the release of a new version of the open-source project, SuperCollider, was delayed for three days because of slow TravisCI builds.

One of the main sources of difficulty in debugging CI configurations is that a developer cannot test the configuration for platforms that are not available locally. The only way to test a configuration is to push a commit and wait for the CI platform to complete the build. If these incorrect configurations could be quickly and statically checked on the client side before the build, the CI workflow would be considerably improved.

CI Configurations Analysis. To address these issues, we developed a tool, VeriCI, for identifying potential errors in a given CI configuration before the developer sends the build request to the CI platform. VeriCI employs a language agnostic approach that learns correctness criteria for CI environments by extracting features we call magic constants. The magic constant features embodies the use of hard-coded numerical constants in a repository (e.g., library version constants, see Sec. IV-A), as they often represent code locations that are prone to misconfigurations prevalent in CI. VeriCI works in two stages: first, it predicts build failures based on code analysis of the incoming commit (based on our extracted features), and second, if the build is predicted to error, VeriCI generates an error message that localized the root cause of the error in the code.

Build prediction has been extensively studied in the software engineering community. However, these approaches largely rely on metadata of the repository and commits for prediction (commit messages, commit size, repository size, etc.). Since the prediction relies on metadata, the prediction cannot be deconstructed to localize the error to a specific line of code. This is a key restriction on prior work which can only provide file level fault localization, not code level fault localization. To precisely localize build failures in the code base, our tool is based solely on analysis of code and does not utilize metadata associated with the repository.

While there has also been prior work on configuration error localization that does not utilize code metadata, it cannot be applied in this setting as these techniques are limited to traditional key-value configuration languages.

In VeriCI, we leverage two unique properties of the CI environment. First, as a result of integration with version control systems, CI also comes with a dataset of build logs over the commit history. This dataset is inherently a labeled set, where the commits are classified as passed or failed. We use the commit history as our training set, and use supervised learning techniques, such as decision trees and neural networks, to learn a specification of the CI behavior. Using this specification (as a set of constraints on configuration values), we then check future commits for potential build errors. VeriCI continually evolves and refines its learned model as more commits enter the repository history. One key component of the supervised learning approaches we use is the selection of features. We base our feature extraction on hard coded numerical constants in code, with the intuition that these are likely to encode configurations settings across the code base. The use of numerical constants as features allows us to learn rules such as version inconsistencies between libraries.

The second unique property we gain from the CI environment is that in our training set, as a product of being a version controlled repository, there is an incremental change between successive commits. This allows us to narrow down the search space for the root cause of the failed builds. To detect these failed builds, we leverage decision tree learning, specialized to the task of generating error messages that help users identify the root cause of a build failure. We additionally combine the decision tree algorithm with a neural network to increase the accuracy of our error localization.

We evaluated VeriCI on real world data from GitHub. VeriCI achieves 91% accuracy when predicting a build failure and correctly identifies the root cause in 75% of cases. Additionally, we assessed the efficacy of generated error messages, we conducted a between-subjects user study with 20 software developers. The control group had access to the standard TravisCI output, while the treatment group was additionally provided with the output of VeriCI. Our study shows that VeriCI significantly helps users in identifying and fixing errors in CI. However, in cases where the root cause is easily extractable from the log file, we did not see significant differences between control and treatment groups.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:

1) Introduces the first approach to predicting CI build status that also identifies specific lines of code as probable root cause locations. Our approach introduces Abstraction Based Relabelling (ABR), a data set relabelling technique that mitigates the potential of predicting false positives from noisy CI build data.

2) Promotes the use of a restricted set of features during the learning process as a way to achieve classification performance on par with existing tools, while additionally localizing potential errors.

3) An evaluation of our tool, VeriCI, that achieves 91% accuracy of predicting a build failure and identifies the root cause location in 75% of cases.

4) A user study that shows developers using VeriCI can identify and fix potential CI build errors more accurately for some cases, while highlighting limitations for others.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

We give here two examples to illustrate the types of failures that developers face in the CI environment. In these examples,
VeriCI generates error messages to guide developers to identify the root cause of the build failure. All of the following examples are taken from the existing repositories and they illustrate real issues that have occurred during the build process.

A. Identifying an error within a single file

We start with an example of a TravisCI build failure from the sferik/rails_admin repository on GitHub. This is a large repository with (at the time of writing) 4603 commits over 403 contributors, 7400 stars, and 2100 forks.

In commit 3fd3b32 an administrator merged the changes from a pull request into the master branch, which caused the TravisCI build to fail. The pull request changed 3 files by adding 125 lines and deleting 10 lines. Manually checking the log information is a tedious process that, in this case, did not provide any helpful information for understanding or correcting the issue. As a result, the next 14 commits in the repository still have the same failed TravisCI status. It was not until 20 days later that a contributor to the repository was able to correct this build failure.

We ran VeriCI on commit 3fd3b32, which caused the build to fail, and VeriCI correctly predicted a build failure. Additionally, VeriCI also provided an explanation for its classification, by reporting two substrings from the codebase which are likely to be contributing to the build failure.

We again confirmed this as a true positive, as this is exactly the location of the change made by the user when fixing the build failure. VeriCI identified the “minimal” problem, i.e., the smallest set of commands that the build system was not able to handle. Since there may be multiple solutions to a build failure, VeriCI does not try to suggest a repair, but rather helps the user identify the root cause of a build failure. In this way, users can prioritize the potential problems using their knowledge of the code base.

B. Identifying errors spanning multiple files

In the previous example, VeriCI detected the root cause of an error which required changing a single line. However, many CI errors can be a result of complex relationships between multiple files and branches in a repository. To demonstrate this, we take another real-world example, from the activescaffold repository which has (at the time of writing) 5326 commits over 92 contributors, 998 stars, and 327 forks.

Fig. 2 shows a sequence of commits. Each commit is represented by a box and the arrows point from a parent commit to a child commit. A commit can have two child commits (as in commit a086ca7) when two users make a different change based on the same state of code. This difference was eventually resolved through a merge, resulting in a commit that has two parent commits (as in the case of commit bce9420).

To better understand these commits, the git diff command shows the difference between the current and previous commit. Fig. 2 depicts the git diff from a selection of commits from Fig. 2 italics indicate which file was changed, while (+/-) indicate what was added or removed.

Fig. 3: The git diffs for a selection of the commits from Fig. 2 illustrating how our feature extraction process (magic constants) can provide a proper abstraction for identifying failures based on configurations in CI

In commit 10d78ad in Fig. 2 the author upgraded the version number of the package from 3.4.34 to 3.4.35 in the version.rb file. However, in order to correctly bump the version number in this project, the user needed to change the number in both the version.rb file, and a Gemfile.lock file. Commit a086ca7 shows how the user corrected this error so that the repository is again passing the build (cf. annotation fix1 in Fig. 2).

At the same time, another user submitted a pull request with the old version which split the Gemfile.lock into two separate files for different versions of the rails library. In the merge process, the user inadvertently removed the original Gemfile.lock without copying over the fix for the version number. The merge resulted in the repository taking commit bce9420 and is in a similar state to the previous broken commit 10d78ad. There are now two files that are not consistent with version.rb.
is potentially problematic in this situation. Running VeriCI at the point of commit `bce9420` generates the error below:

**Predicted build failure based on these keywords:**
- PATCH
- simplecov

VeriCI predicted a build failure, and provides the explanation that this failure is likely due to one of the two listed error locations. We confirmed this error message as a true positive, as the next day the user discovered this fix on their own, and applied `fix2` to bring the repository back to a correct state \[26\].

### III. Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the basic vocabulary in the continuous integration paradigm. We describe the formalism that we use to model the CI terms. This formalism is the basis for the future analysis and the learning process.

**Repository Status.** The core structures used in CI platforms are repositories. A repository, denoted by \( R \), contains all information required for a CI build, such as source code, automated tests, lists of library imports, build scripts, and similar files. The CI process monitors how a repository evolves over time, so we use \( R_t \) to denote the state of repository \( R \) at time \( t \). While many version control systems allow for a branching timeline (called a branch in git), we linearize and discretize that timeline according to the build order in the CI tool in accordance with the linearization of TravisTorrent \[10\]. Thus, the time indices are always non-negative, monotonically increasing integers. For a repository \( R_t \), a typical CI tool usually has three possible outcomes:

1. All builds were successful and all tests pass
2. All builds were successful, but some tests fail
3. There was an error in the build process before tests could even be executed

Since the focus of this work is analyzing the CI configuration of the repository, we distinguish only between successful builds and failing builds. If all builds were successful (cases 1 and 2), there is no error in the CI configuration and we call the status of the repository “passing”. In case 3, when a build failed, we call the status of the repository “failing” (or, a “failed build”), and we denote this with \( S(R_t) = F \).

Of a particular interest are changes in the repositories that cause the build status to change, for example when the repository status changes from passing to failing. To capture this, we introduce the following notation:

\[
S(R_{t+1}) = FP \iff S(R_t) = P \land S(R_{t+1}) = F
\]

**Repository Summary.** Our main algorithm for build prediction takes as input a dataset of feature vectors and labels. A feature vector is a set of tuples of the type \((\text{String}, \mathbb{R})\), and the label is the build status (passing or failing). To map a repository \( R_t \) to a feature vector, we introduce the notation of a repository summary, \( \hat{R}_t \). A repository summary, \( \hat{R}_t \), is a feature vector capturing an abstraction of that repository’s CI configuration.

We consider the scope of a CI configuration to encapsulate both the CI configuration files (e.g. `.travis.yml`), as well as some parts of the source code configurations (e.g. library imports and their versions). There is no strict definition that separates the CI configuration and the application configuration or source code - they are intertwined by definition. The boundary of what we consider in the scope of CI configurations is detailed in Sec. IV We validate this definition empirically in Sec. V.

In the summarization process, we only select information that is relevant to the CI configuration. Every repository contains a number of files that are not relevant for deriving the properties about the CI configuration. Examples of these files include “readme” files, `.csv` files, or images. We filter out all such files based on their extensions. For example, for Ruby programs we consider all `*.rb`, `Gemfile`, `gemspec` files.

### IV. System Description

To stastically check that a CI repository is correctly configured and the build will succeed, we must build a model of correctness. To do this, we analyze a number of existing CI repositories, including both the code and configuration files, and their corresponding CI build results. Once we learn this model of correctness, our system VeriCI can make a judgement on whether a new commit to the repository is likely to break the build. In the case that VeriCI predicts a build failure, VeriCI provides an explanation to the user for the prediction so that the user may proactively check and fix the CI configuration.

For each repository, we consider a training set of commits from the repository, \( R \). The process of learning the model is an iterative process. As new commits appear in the repository, they are integrated into a refined version of the model.

The goal of producing useful error messages creates two new challenges in this domain. First, we must use a learning strategy that not only classifies the build status, but also provides a justification for output of the classifier. This problem of justification is referred to as **interpretability** \[27\] and **explainable AI** \[28\] in machine learning. In order to generate useful justifications, we must restrict ourselves from using any kind of metadata in our learning process. Our goal is to produce a justification that guides users to the root cause of a build failure. As such, the learning process must rely on code feature extraction that only uses a set of features directly tied to the code.

An overview of our learning approach is shown in Fig. 4 and consists of three main components:

1. We introduce **Abstraction Based Relabeling** (ABR) as a novel method to reduce noise in the training set \( TR \) of past commits. The underlying dataset is noisy due to non-deterministic build outcomes introduced by errors out of the users’ control (such as network failures, power outages, or even a hardware failure on the part of the CI
provider). We call these types of errors transient errors. ABR ensures that if the extracted code feature vectors are the same, so are their build outcomes.

2) Given a pre-processed training set, we use decision trees to construct a model that predicts whether or not a build will fail. In the case that the decision tree predicts a build failure, we generate an error message.

3) Constructing an appropriate error message is difficult without actually running the build. To increase the confidence in providing a helpful message, we train a neural network model that allows us to filter out cases of messages that are likely not contributing in resolving the build failure.

A. Feature Extraction

The first step in our system design is to pre-process the training set of a timeline of past commits. This list of commits form our labelled dataset, with each past commit \( R_0, \ldots, R_t \in TR \) being tied to a label denoting the corresponding build status, as introduced in Sec. III. In order to leverage machine learning techniques, we must extract a selection of code features from these commits to form a summary of the repository state, \( \hat{R}_t \) (also called a feature vector) to be used in the learning process.

We focus on extracting what we call magic constant code features. This feature tracks the use of hard-coded numerical constants in a repository. Magic constants are especially important in CI configurations as they often represent locations prone to misconfiguration, such as library version constraints. More generally, the core idea is that, if a line contains a scalar that we can embed into a feature vector, we build a tuple, where the first element is the context of the scalar, and the second element is the numerical constant value. We give an example of this process in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 4: VeriCI trains a model to predict build failures on previous commits. If the model predicts a new commit will result in an failure, VeriCI tries to generate an error message. If VeriCI has confidence in the error message, it reports this to the user, and otherwise remains silent.](image)

![Fig. 5: Two examples for extracting code features (Listings 7 and 8) from repository code (Listings 5 and 6 respectively) at time points 1 and 2 of a commit history.](image)

The number of potential code features when analyzing a repository is intractably large (a complete feature extraction would encode all behavior of the code), thus we must reduce the dimensionality of the code by selecting key features. As with many feature extraction tasks, our code feature extraction uses a set of templates through a process known as feature engineering [29]. Our feature extraction templates are simply looking for numerical constants, and finding a corresponding keyword on the same line as that constant. To do this, we parse the relevant files in the codebase (\( R \)) to find lines of code that have numerical constants. Our simple parsing procedure handles common syntax patterns across languages such as ignoring comments, associating code across line breaks, parsing function call syntax, etc. (see link.anonymized for the exact code). There is no manual tuning of the features on a per repo, or per language basis. While this means we may consider magic constants that are specific to test or production code in our current work, we leave further filtering to future work.

B. Abstraction Based Relabeling

During this feature extraction process we may face cases where we end up with two repository summaries that are identical, although the build statuses differ. This can happen for two reasons. First, it is possible that our feature extraction has abstracted too much of the code and we have lost the key difference between a build that succeeds and a build that fails. Second, we must account for the fact that CI builds are not pure in the sense that some builds can fail due to transient errors. This non-determinism of configuration behavior has also been observed in other settings of configuration analysis [30]. Transient errors are problematic as having identical data points with different labels injects noise into the training set. In order to reduce the noise that our learning module needs to handle, we want to ensure that if extracted code feature vectors are the same, their build outcomes are also the same. That is, the goal of ABR is to ensure that \( \hat{R}_t = \hat{R}_{t^\prime} \Rightarrow S_{ABR}(R_t) = S_{ABR}(R_{t^\prime}) \), where \( S_{ABR}(R_t) \) is the status of the repository at time \( t \) after relabeling.

We introduce the notion of Abstraction Based Relabeling (ABR) to account for the impact of CI build non-determinism.

![Listing 5: \( R_1 \)

```
import Tweet V1.0
m = rndMsg(1)
```

![Listing 6: \( R_2 \)

```
import Tweet V2.0
m = rndMsg(1)
```

![Listing 7: \( \hat{R}_1 \)

```
("import Tweet", 1.0)
("m = rndMsg", 1.0)
```

![Listing 8: \( \hat{R}_2 \)

```
("import Tweet", 2.0)
("m = rndMsg", 1.0)
```

![No Action](image)
and information loss during feature extraction. The goal of ABR is to relabel the training set so that it is self-consistent with our observation (feature extraction) of the training set. Initially, we start the ABR process with \( S_{ABR}(R_t) = S(R_t) \) for all time points \( t \). Then we examine each repository summary and if at some point the build status changes, but the code features do not, we relabel that failing status as a passing state. We only relabel failing statuses to passing (and passing to failing), as we want to minimize the noise in the positive classification set. Decreasing noise in the positive classification set (failing status) helps decrease false positives, although it does increase false negatives. In the context of CI prediction, we find this to be a positive trade-off in practice. Formally, the relabeling from the original build status \( S(R_t) \) to the ABR build status \( S_{ABR}(R_t) \), works as follows:

If \( S_{ABR}(R_{t,t+1}) = PF \land \hat{R}_t = \hat{R}_{t+1} \Rightarrow S_{ABR}(R_{t+1}) = P \)

If \( S_{ABR}(R_{t,t+1}) = FP \land \hat{R}_t = \hat{R}_{t+1} \Rightarrow S_{ABR}(R_t) = P \)

To understand the effect of ABR, we provide an example process in Table I. In this example, the build of \( S(R_2) = F \) failed (for the sake of demonstration, due to a network failure), but we can see that \( S(R_3) = P \) succeeded. During the learning process we do not have information on the root causes of these failures, but we can observe the code features and CI status, so we relabel \( S(R_2) \) accordingly.

In addition to ABR, we tried applying resampling methods in VeriCI, such as SMOTE [31] to reduce the noise in the datasets. However, implementing oversampling by generating synthetic samples from the minority class adds noise to our training sets. While this assists in prediction, it decreases accuracy of error localization, which is the key contribution of this work. We also tried undersampling, but this led to deleting passing commits, which contain important information about the build fix. Hence, in order to balance both CI build status prediction accuracy and accurate error localization, we found that ABR was more effective than resampling methods.

### C. Predicting Build Status

After we preprocess the training set with ABR, we build a decision tree classifier to analyze a new commit to a repository and predict the build status. Decision tree learning [32] is a widely used machine learning technique that constructs a tree consisting of two types of nodes: decision nodes and leaf nodes. Decision nodes contain a Boolean condition, which defines branching depending on if the condition is true or false. The leaf nodes represent the final classification of a data point. For a data point belonging to some leaf node in a decision tree, we extract a decision path that describes which decision nodes were used to arrive at that leaf node. This decision path is constructed by recording the traversal of the decision tree - that is, tracking the conditions in decision nodes (or their negations) on the path from the root to that leaf. More importantly, the ability of a decision tree to easily provide a justification for its classification is the key property of decision trees as a machine learning technique that makes it a good fit for our purposes.

![Fig. 6: An example of a decision tree with white boxes as decision nodes and gray boxes as leaf nodes.](image)

Fig. 6 depicts a decision tree generated from the results of ABR shown in Table I. Our tree needs to classify four commits, based on the given two features (Tweet and RndMsg). In this example, the learning process results in a decision tree with three leaf nodes. Node (3) contains only \( \hat{R}_1 \), correctly classifying it as a passing node. Node (4) contains only \( \hat{R}_4 \) and it is correctly classified as a failing node. We call nodes (3) and (4) pure nodes, since they perfectly predict the commits from the training set.

In contrast, node (5) is a mixed node, since some repositories from the training set classified by this node pass \( (S(R_2) = F) \) and others fail \( (S(R_3) = P) \). Although these repositories had different build statuses, based on the feature vectors we have extracted, they are equivalent - and thus had equivalent ABR statuses. This leaf node cannot then be split further based on the available features and we cannot correctly classify both of these repositories. We mark both these builds as passing to avoid a false positive report where we tell the user there is an error, when in fact the system is passing.

Using decision trees as the classification learning technique also allows us to easily extract the root causes of the failed build. To do this, we trace the path traversed through the tree to classify a data point. As an example, we can construct an error message for the classification of \( R_4 \) by tracing the decision path and generating the error message: \( (\text{Tweet} = 2.0 \land \text{Rndmsg} = 2.0) \).

### D. Filtering Error Messages

VeriCI predicts the build status of a new commit, and extracts a potential error message using the decision tree classification path. This is a key benefit to our technique, as these error messages allow VeriCI to not only pre-emptively tell users the status of their build, but also give them feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository States</th>
<th>( R_1 )</th>
<th>( R_2 )</th>
<th>( R_3 )</th>
<th>( R_4 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S(R_t) )</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Features Extraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>import Tweet</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdMsg</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABR Status : ( S_{ABR}(R_t) )</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I: An example learning process demonstrating ABR. Source code for \( \hat{R}_1 \) and \( \hat{R}_2 \) are listed in Fig. 5.**
on how to fix it. However, not all our error messages are informative - it is possible that we may predict the correct status for the wrong reason. An incorrect error message (even if the build is failing) is potentially worse than no error message at all. If we report an incorrect error message, users may waste time searching in the wrong location for the root cause of the build error. However, if we can refrain from reporting bad error messages, even when the build does fail, the user workflow remains at the status quo as it is when not using VeriCI.

Thus, to ensure we minimize the number of misleading error messages, we trained a neural network to predict the effectiveness of our generated error messages. We measure the effectiveness of the error message by checking if the error message we report is contained within the git diff of the commit that eventually fixes the build. If any part of the decision tree path for the failing commit appears as a substring of the fix, we label the error message as Hit, otherwise we label the error message as a Miss.

In summary, we train our neural network with an input of labeled error message sets. To label our training set, we “learn from our mistakes” by looking at the error messages we have previously reported. In labeling our training set for the neural network, there are two cases we must consider. First, we may have previously reported an error, and have already seen the fixing commit for this failing build. In this case, we can label out error message by checking the ground truth. Second, we may have previously reported an error, but not yet seen a fixing commit for the failing build. In this case, we will construct a label instead from the breaking commit, e.g., the git diff between this failing build and the last previous build that succeeded.

In order to encode the error message as a feature vector that can be understood by the neural network, we convert the text to its ASCII representation. As error messages can differ in length, we pad all error messages shorter than a fixed feature vector size with spaces, and truncate all error messages longer than this size. We then use a technique called feature scaling to ensure all features (characters of the error message) are represented by a float value 0-1. This is an important step, as neural networks are sensitive to the scale of feature values, whereas decision trees are not. More specifically, we used a multi-layer perceptron neural network with two hidden layers. Finally, to integrate the neural network with the rest of VeriCI, we use the resulting model as a binary classifier. If the neural network predicts an error message to be a Hit, we report both the predicted build status and its corresponding error messages to the user. However, if the neural network predicts a Miss, we only report the predicted build status to the user. We report the frequency with which we accurately predict Hits and Misses in Sec. V-B.

V. Evaluation

We implemented VeriCI to statically check repositories that use the open-source continuous integration testing tool, TravisCI. TravisCI is an ideal testbed for analyzing CI builds, as the tool is free for open-source projects and widely used on GitHub. Additionally, a log history of the builds for a number of large, active, and open-source project has been made available through the TravisTorrent dataset [10]. This dataset directly provides us with the labeled, temporally ordered commit data over many repositories. Our evaluation set consists of all 35 repositories available in TravisTorrent which have 150 - 200 commits and whose main language is Ruby. We chose Ruby as this is the language with the best representation in the TravisTorrent dataset. As we require many commits as training data, we wanted to take repositories with the largest number of commits possible. However, taking repositories with a history of larger than 200 commits slowed down the training process, due to limited network speed and memory needed to clone the repositories.

In the evaluation, we aim to answer the following questions:
1) Does VeriCI accurately predict the build status of a commit before the build actually executes?
2) Does VeriCI report error messages that correctly identify the root cause of the build failure?
3) Are the error messages VeriCI generates helpful to users?

A. Accuracy of Prediction

In order to evaluate the accuracy of VeriCI, our evaluation models the way VeriCI would be used in a real world setting. In practice, when integrated into the DevOps pipeline, VeriCI would be trained over a set of commits up until the present moment, and used to predict commits for one day. Then, at the end of the day, VeriCI would build a new model, incorporating the information from that day, so that the model the next day can learn from the new commits and any mistakes that were made. We show this on a timeline in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7: VeriCI rebuilds a model at the end of every day to provide better prediction the next day.](image)

The strategy that we employed in the evaluation is presented in Table I. For a repository with n total commits, we build the first model with n/2 commits, and use that model to evaluate commit R(n/2)+1. We then rebuilt the model with a training set of (n/2)+1 commits and used that model to predict the status of the next commit. Using this approach, we found that VeriCI can predict build status with an overall accuracy of 91%. This is competitive with other tools for build status prediction based on metadata such as the committer’s historical rate of correct
commits, size of the commit, sentiment analysis on the commit message, use of emojis, and similar metadata. We also find VeriCI has a F1-score of .569, though existing tools do not report this metric, making it difficult to compare. We also attempted to run the existing tools for build prediction (HireBuild and HoBuFF), but the tools were not made publicly available in a way that allowed use to rerun their tool (HireBuild is distributed as a .jar without source code that only runs their original experiments, while the link for the tool in HoBuFF paper is a 404).

One interesting note is that we should always expect our prediction to have a non-zero number of false negatives and false positives. A recent study investigated the reliability of TravisCI builds, and found that roughly 9% of builds have a misleading or incorrect outcome. These incorrect outcomes manifest from transient errors outside the code base, such as in dependencies or through network failures. Since our method only looks at the code inside the repository itself, and thus learns from this “misleading” build data, we should not expect that VeriCI will be able to detect these types of errors.

B. Accuracy of Error Messages

We have shown that VeriCI can predict build status with very high accuracy, but the key innovation in this work is that we also provide an explanation for the classification that our model provides. We must also evaluate how well the explanation provided by VeriCI corresponds to a change in the code base that would successfully fix the failing build status. To evaluate the rate at which VeriCI provides accurate error messages, we check if any of the keywords we presented in the error message appear in the difference between the failing commit and the next passing commit. If the user has changed a keyword that we suggested in order to fix the repository’s build status, it can be seen as evidence that we suggested a correct root cause of the failure.

Using this metric, we found that over the repositories listed in Table II, the error we reported corresponded to the change that the user eventually made to fix the build 75% (15/20) of the time, for the rules we learned. We report the full effect of the error messaging filtering technique described in Sec. IV-D in Table III. We recorded the results of running VeriCI with various configurations of ABR to measure the impact of these new methods. Enabling ABR has little effect the accuracy of our error messages (increasing from %90.55 to %90.96), and reduces the average error message size from 2.31 to 1.99. This means that average number of keywords reported in an error message (the decision path depth) by VeriCI was 1.99. In other words, VeriCI correctly identifies a critical key word in a breaking commit with an average of 1.99 guesses in 75% of cases.

C. User Study

In the previous section we have shown that the error messages produced by VeriCI are accurate, but this still leaves the question of how useful these messages are to developers. To assess the impact of VeriCI of how developers identify and fix CI build failures, we conducted a user study with a total of 20 professional developers. Our goal was to investigate whether the use of VeriCI increases the correctness of solutions to errors in CI, compared to solely the output of TravisCI. The null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis corresponding to this question can be formulated as follows:

- H0: Error messages generated by VeriCI do not increase the user’s ability to correctly find solutions to CI errors.
- H1: Error messages generated by VeriCI increase the user’s ability to correctly find solutions to CI errors.

Tasks & Environment. We asked participants to fix two TravisCI build failures from a GitHub repository. Given the failed builds, participants were asked to identify the root cause of the failure and describe a possible fix. Our user study was designed as a between-subjects study. In the control group, participants were required to fix builds with the log file provided by TravisCI itself. In the treatment group, we provided the error messages generated from VeriCI. In both groups, participants had no prior knowledge of the code base and were told to make use of any resources available to them (including internet), except looking at future commits in the repository of the study. This setting was designed to, as closely as possible, model the information available to developers in real-world CI use cases. Users were asked to identify the root cause and propose a fix in an open response field.

Variables & Analysis. The independent variable in our experiment is the presence of error messages by VeriCI during the tasks. The dependent variable is the correctness of the given answers. To convert the participants’ answers into quantitative information for further analysis, we designed a rubric to classify answers into one of three categories (following the methodology by similar user studies). We evaluate participants’ results by comparing their answers to the actual subjects’ fix provided by the TravisCI users.

1) The participant identifies the root cause or describes a fix with enough detail to directly resolve the build failure.
2) The participant mentions part of the root cause or describes a partial fix, but does not provide enough detail to completely resolve the failure. We use a similar, but more relaxed, criteria for correctness here compared to Sec. IV-B - the user must only mention a substring of any possible fix (not just the eventual fix in this repository).
3) The participant incorrectly identifies the root cause and proposes an incorrect fix.

Subjects. Since our study setting requires knowledge on how to identify and fix production build errors, we recruited 20 subjects (N = 20) with professional software development experience to participate in our study, 10 for both control and treatment conditions. We also collected the subjects’ levels of expertise on different topics (continuous integration, TravisCI, Ruby, and GitHub) through a self-reported assessment on a Likert-scale. We performed a Mann-Whitney U test to assess whether both groups’ expertise is comparable. The results did not show any significant differences between expertise levels in the groups (results were overall not significant at
TABLE II: Classification rates across 150 - 200 commits of a random selection of repositories including TP (True Positive - correctly predicted failure), TN (True Negative), FP (False Positive - incorrect predicted failure when actual status was pass), and FN (False Negative). We also report precision (= TP / TP + FP) and recall (= TP / TP + FN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository Name</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision (TP / TP + FP)</th>
<th>Recall (TP / TP + FN)</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sferik/rails_admin</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoughtbot/shoulda-matchers</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jnunemaker/flipper</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagseguro/ruby</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activescaffold/active_scaffold</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twitter/twitter-cldr-rb</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average over 35 repositories</strong></td>
<td><strong>91.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.780</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.448</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.943</strong></td>
<td><strong>41.914</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.829</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.629</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Accuracy of neural network postprocessing on error messages. N/A indicates we do not report a message to the user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>Number of Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hit</td>
<td>Hit</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit</td>
<td>Miss</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss</td>
<td>Hit</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss</td>
<td>Miss</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Reason for N/A</th>
<th>Number of Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Non-Alphanumeric</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Insufficient Training Data</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No Fixing Commit</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Statistical results related to the correctness of how developers identify and fix CI build failures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task One</th>
<th>Exact Fix</th>
<th>Partial Fix</th>
<th>Not Related</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Group ($n_C = 10$)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Group ($n_T = 10$)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Two</td>
<td>Exact Fix</td>
<td>Partial Fix</td>
<td>Not Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group ($n_C = 10$)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Group ($n_T = 10$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$p < .05$ with critical value of $U > 27$, full table available in our online appendix.

Results. We asked each participant to fix two failed TravisCI builds. We report the detailed distribution of their coded answers in Table IV. We combined the category one and two into a new category of “at least partially correct” and use Barnard’s test $^3$ for significance. We found strong evidence ($p = 0.0227$) that rejects the null hypothesis (i.e. we showed that VeriCI helped participants to correctly identify the root cause or find a fix for the build failure). This experiment strongly indicates that VeriCI successfully helped users to find the root cause of the failed build or even a fix. For the second task, we found no significant differences in both control and treatment conditions. We found that 80% participants (eight out of ten) achieved at least a partially correct fix.

We examined the second task more carefully to form a hypothesis for this inconclusive result. When checking the Travis log file of this specific build, we found that the root cause of this build failure was already contained in the Travis log file. This observation leads us to the theory that if the root cause is easily extractable from the log file, the generated error message by VeriCI does not yield any significant differences to find the fix.

VI. DISCUSSION

We discuss the challenges of building learning-based static analyzers, and how we mitigate possible threats to the validity of our evaluation.

Uncertainty and Explainability. We envision VeriCI being used by a developer, or team of developers, in their everyday CI workflow. In deploying probabilistic program analysis tools, one of the most important metrics is that the tool has a very low false positive rate. In the context of VeriCI, it quantifies the number of times developers are falsely led to believe there is a build failure that they need to investigate. Often in practice, this can be the single metric that prevents adoption, as users will quickly ignore tools with too many false alarms. Our evaluation results (Table II) have shown that the average number of false positive reports to average number of correct classifications are at only 1.8% (FP/TP+TN). For the remaining uncertainty, our use of decision trees for learning provides developers with a comprehensible set of rules (see Fig. 6) that led to the classification. This allows developers to reason about the outcome more quickly and disqualify false positives and continue to run the build on the server.

Scalability. We find that VeriCI scales roughly linearly (dependent on the size and complexity of the repositories in the training set) and list training times in Table V. All the experiments in this section are conducted on a MacBook Pro equipped with Haswell Quad Core i7-4870HQ 2.5 GHz CPU, 16GB memory, and PCIe-based 512 GB SSD hard drive.

A. Threats to Validity

Internal Validity. Our learned model may not be the most ideal within the space of potential hypotheses that classify

---

$^2$ A more conservative version of Chi-Square specialized to small values.

---

TABLE V: Training time for VeriCI over a single repository with variable number of commits (training set size).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num of Commits</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Times (s)</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>2.887</td>
<td>4.824</td>
<td>7.623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
build outcomes. In particular, there may be more effective ways to do code feature extraction. However, the goal of VeriCI is not to act as a standalone tool, but rather interface with existing build error prediction tools. The focus of VeriCI is on prediction of build error localization, not just prediction of build error status. Despite this more challenging setting, overall, our results show we have found a sufficiently good model to demonstrate the value of using a restricted set of features in the learning process.

**External Validity.** Our evaluation samples from open-source projects using Ruby with TravisCI. We sought to ensure that our results generalize to other contexts, such as repositories that focus on different core programming languages. First, we note that the features that we use for learning are agnostic to the specific languages and technologies used. We intended for our *magic constant* feature extraction to be easily applied to different programming and configuration languages. To test this, we ran VeriCI on 22 Java repositories (selected using the same criteria described in Sec. V) and found VeriCI to have 90.6% prediction accuracy, but leave a more thorough investigation to future work. In terms of generalizing to other CI frameworks beyond Travis, we note that the information required from TravisCI to build our model is also available in other continuous integration frameworks.

**VII. RELATED WORK**

Building tools for configuration support, management, and verification has been an active area of research [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [21], [45], [46], [22]. Nevertheless, generating models and checking configuration settings still remains an open problem.

**Continuous Integration build prediction.** The increasing prevalence of CI as a core software development tool has inspired significant work on the topic. The topic of CI analysis in particular was explored in the 2017 Mining Software Repositories Mining Challenge [47]. Existing efforts on prediction of build failures for CI largely rely on metadata in the learning process [12], [13], [14], [17], [18]. Natural language processing and sentiment analysis has also been used to predict build status [15]. Other work falls into the category of test-case prioritization, and is used to skip CI builds in part or in whole by analyzing prior build results [48], or observing changes to comments [49]. However, as none of these metrics are tied to the code itself, approaches using such metadata cannot provide the user with any information about which part of the code they should inspect to isolate and fix the root cause of the failure. That is - the prior work only provides *file level* fault localization [16], [17], not *code level* fault localization. In contrast, VeriCI specifically predicts the build status based on direct code features that users have control over, allowing them to more easily fix builds.

An additional line of work in CI, complementing build failure prediction and localization, is of post-mortem analysis to automatically repair failed builds. As one example, BuildMedic [50], is able to automatically repair broken CI builds in Java repos that use the Maven build system by analyzing the build logs, but requires the build to execute in order to analyze the logs.

**Learning-based configuration verification.** Several machine learning based misconfiguration detection efforts also have been proposed [51], [20], [53], [54], [55]. EnCore’s [53] learning process is guided by a set of predefined rule templates that enforce learning to focus on patterns of interest. These works largely target key-value style configurations, which is a more structured representation than CI configurations.

**Language-support misconfiguration checking.** There have been several language-based efforts proposed for specifying the correctness of system-wide configurations. For example, in the datacenter network management field, the network administrators often produce configuration errors in their routing configuration files. PRESTO [50] automates the generation of device-native configurations with configlets in a template language. Loo et al. [57] adopt Datalog to reason about routing protocols in a declarative fashion. COOLAID [58] constructs a language abstraction to describe domain knowledge about network devices and services for convenient network management. In software configuration checking area, Huang et al. [59] proposed a specification language, ConValley, for the administrators to write their specifications, thus validating whether the given configuration files meet administrators’ written specifications. ConfSuggester [22] allows software versions to be updated while making appropriate changes to configuration options to maintain backwards compatibility.

**Misconfiguration diagnosis.** Misconfiguration diagnosis approaches have been proposed to address configuration problems post-mortem. For example, BART [60] automatically extracts anti-patterns and decay in CI by analyzing regular build logs and repository information, and supports build fixing through CI build log summarization and linking to Stack Overflow resources. In addition to log analysis, ConfAid [40] and X-ray [61] use dynamic information flow tracking to find possible configuration errors that may have resulted in failures or performance problems.

**VIII. CONCLUSIONS**

This paper has presented a novel tool, VeriCI, that automatically checks for errors in CI configurations before the build process. Driven by the insight that repositories in CI environments are already labeled with build status histories, our approach automatically generates specifications for correct CI configurations. We evaluate VeriCI on real world data from GitHub and find that we have 91% accuracy of predicting a build failure. We believe this tool presents a step forward in improving programmer productivity by eliminating the time spent waiting on unsuccessful builds.
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